Flow-through polymerase chain reactions in chip thermocyclers.
The miniaturization of analytical devices by micromachining technology is destined to have a major impact on medical and bioanalytical fields. To meet the current demands for rapid DNA amplification, various instruments and innovative technologies have been introduced by several groups in recent years. The development of the devices was extended in different directions and adapted to corresponding applications. In this review the development of a variety of devices and components for performing DNA amplification as well as the comparison of batch-process thermocyclers with reaction chambers and flow-through devices for different purposes are discussed. The main attention is turned to a flow device concept for thermocycling using microfabricated elements for local heat flow management, for which simulations and considerations for further improvement regarding design, material choice and applied technology were performed. The present review article mainly discusses and compares thermocycling devices for rapid thermocycling made of silicon or of silicon and glass with a short excursion to the possibility of plastic chip devices. In order to perform polymerase chain reactions (PCRs) in the microreactors, special attention must be paid to the conditions of the internal surfaces. For microchips, surface effects are generally pronounced because the surface to volume ratio increases upon miniaturization. Solutions for solving this problem are presented. We propose an overview of layouts for batch-process thermocyclers with different parallelization of reaction chambers and also of different designs of continuous flow thermocycling chips, paying particular attention to the parameters which influence the efficiency of such chip devices. Finally we point out some recent issues for applications in the field of clinical diagnostics.